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Reference numbers preceded with a “#” and in blue refer to the person ID in the
Hardaker One-Name Study database located at hardakerfamily.id.au

This paper is an attempt to match the two Joseph Hardakers baptised two months apart in 1702/3 at Guiseley 
church to marriages and later baptisms of children born to a Joseph Hardaker between around 1725 and 1745.

Below are the two Joseph baptism records of interest:

 Joseph Hardacer, baptised 19 Nov 1702, father’s name Josua [Joshua] at Guiseley church.  He is 
believed to be the son of Joshua/Joshuay Hardaker #14, and Grace née Casson #40 who married in 
1687.  Joseph was probably born in or close to Rawdon.  He had at least 13 siblings including a John 
(1692-1740) and a William (1700-1777).

 Joseph Hardacer, baptised 5 Jan 1702 (1703 in the modern calendar1), son of John of Yeadon at 
Guiseley church.  He is believed to be the son of John Hardaker #16, and Mercy née Wilkinson #44 
who married in 1702.  Joseph was the first of eight children to the couple including a John (1704-
1747), a William (1708-1789) and a Beartice (1711-1716).

Marriage records involving a Joseph Hardaker (Guiseley/Calverley area) between 1720 and 1760:

 Joseph Hardaker of Baildon married Eliz[abeth] Harison [more likely Harrison] of Wakefield parish, 6
Aug 1726 at Bradford parish church.  No signatures or witness names recorded.  Efforts to identify 
Elizabeth have turned up one possible candidate, Elizabeth Harrison baptised Nov 1708 at Wakefield 
All Saints, father’s name Samuel.  This would make her about 18 upon her marriage.

 Joseph Hardaker married Esther Ellis, both of this [Calverley] parish, 21 Apr 1728 at Calverley 
church.  No signatures or witness names recorded.  We have to date been unable to find a 
birth/baptism for Esther, so we don’t know when she was born or who her parents were.

Relevant burial records:

 Joseph Hardaker buried at Bramley church 26 May 1760.  He left a will (signed 19 May 1760) in 
which he mentions his wife Easter (Esther), son Joseph, daughter Beatterice (Beatrix) Blackburn, 
daughter Mary Hardaker (under 21), son William (executor) and a brother William Hardaker (trustee).
A John Hardaker signed as a witness, relationship to Joseph not stated.

 Joseph Hardaker buried at Guiseley church 19 Sep 1765.  Recorded as “of Guiseley”.  
 Esther Hardaker, “widow”, buried at Bramley church 25 Nov 1778.

Baptism records of children born to a Joseph Hardaker between 1725 and 1745:

Child’s name Baptism Date Father Mother Residing Church Note

Samuel 17 Jun 1727 Joseph Hardacre Apperley Bridge Calverley clothier

Beatrix 27 Apr 1729 Joseph Hardaker Bramley

Grace 12 Jul 1729 Joseph Hardacer Yeadon Guiseley

Elizabeth 6 Mar 1731 Joseph Hardaker Yeadon Guiseley

William 10 Jul 1732 Joseph Hardaker Esther Bramley

1 Up until 1752 the year began on March 25th, so January 1702 (birth of Joseph son of John) is actually two months 
after November 1702 (birth of Joseph son of Joshua).
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Child’s name Baptism Date Father Mother Residing Church Note

John 19 Jun 1734 Joseph Hardaker Yeadon Guiseley

Anne 15 Sep 1736 Joseph Hardacer Yeadon Guiseley

Mary 14 Jul 1740 Joseph Hardaker Esther Bramley

Sarah 29 Jul 1740 Joseph Hardacre Greengates Calverley clo[thier]

Joseph 5 Mar 1744 Joseph Hardaker Esther Bramley

From the above information, we can draw the following conclusions:

1. Joseph and Esther (Ellis) are clearly the parents of Beatrix, William, Mary and Joseph.  All were 
baptised at Bramley, and all four, and only these four, are mentioned in Joseph’s will.  Joseph and 
Esther married in April 1728 and their first child Beatrix was baptised 12 months later, which tallies 
nicely.  We are confident that Joseph (senior) died in 1760, and his widow Esther died in 1778, both 
buried at Bramley church.

2. It is fairly unlikely that Joseph father of Beatrix and Joseph father of Grace are the same person given 
that the baptisms are less than three months apart and in different locations.

3. It is most unlikely that Joseph father of Mary and Joseph father of Sarah are the same person given 
that the baptisms were just 15 days apart and in different places.

4. Dates and names are consistent with an assumption that the four children born at Yeadon and baptised 
at Guiseley church all belong to the same father.

5. The previous two points account for all of the children in the table above other than Samuel and 
Sarah, born at Apperley Bridge and Greegates respectively, 13 years apart, and both batptised at 
Calverley church.  These two could very well belong to the same parents, or at least the same father, 
but the long time gap between the baptisms (and we assume between birth dates) is quite unusual.  
With Samuel evidently born about 10 months after the marriage of Joseph and Elizabeth Harrison, it 
seems reasonable to assigned him and Sarah to this couple.

6. Taking the time gap noted above into consideration along with the dates of the baptisms for all of the 
children born at Yeadon, Apperley Bridge and Greengates, it is possible for all of these children to 
belong to the same parents, presumably Joseph and Elizabeth. The change in residence from Apperley
Bridge, to Yeadon and then to Greengates (very close to Apperley Bridge), and the switching between 
Guiseley and Calverley churches is unusual and difficult to explain.

In our attempts to match the ten children to their respective parents, we had for some time thought that there 
were three Josephs, the one who married Esther and fathered the four children born at Bramley, a second who 
fathered the four born at Yeadon, and a third who fathered the other two (born Apperley Bridge / Greengates). 
However, we only have two baptism records for Josephs born around the right time, and also record of only 
two marriages.  Given that the names and baptism dates make it possible to assign all ten children to the two 
known sets of parents, we have decided to proceed with this as the most likely (but not certain) theory.

We now turn to the second question, which of the baptisms in 1702/3 belong to which of the two adult 
Josephs? Unfortunately, the available data provides no firm clues to help answer this.  There are however 
some possible indicators in the names for the children born between 1727 and 1744.

The most significant of these is the use of the name Beatrix by Joseph and Esther.  Beatrix (or variants 
thereof) was a relatively rare name around this time.  One of the very few occurrences of this name within our 
Hardaker database in the early 1700s is Beatrice Hardaker #49, daughter of John Hardaker and Mercy née 
Wilkinson, younger sister of the Joseph born to these parents in 1702.  Beatrice was born in 1711 and died in 
1716 when Joseph would have been around 14.  It is possible that Beatrix born to Joseph and Esther in 1729 
was named after Joseph’s deceased younger sister.

Next, and based on our assumption that Joseph and Elizabeth née Harrison were the parents of all of Samuel 
(1727), Grace (1729), Elizabeth (1731), John (1734), Anne (1736) and Sarah (1740), we find the following:

 the first child, Samuel, was possibly named after Elizabeth’s father;
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 the second child, Grace, was possibly named after Joseph’s mother and/or sister;
 the third child, Elizabeth, was possibly named after her mother

Next we have the William Hardaker, a brother, and the John Hardaker, a witness, mentioned in the will of 
Joseph Hardaker dated 1760.  If we guess that John was related to Joseph (and hence William) in some way, 
and then if we could identify either or both of them along with their ancestry with reasonable confidence, we 
would expect the Joseph who died in 1760, and who married Ester, to share that same ancestry.  Unfortunately,
William is of no help in this regard.  Both Josephs had a brother named William and both lived well past 1760 
from what we can determine.  John (the witness) seems more promising.  Again, both Josephs had a brother 
named John, but we believe both died before 1760.  So we need to look beyond the immediate family for him.
We assume that John was an adult, so probably born between around 1690 and 1735 and still alive in 1760.  
We have several candidates:

 John #88, born 1715 at Rawden, father’s name William, death date unkown.  No apparent link to 
either of the two families of interest ;

 John #1643, birth date unkown but probably around 1720.  We think he lived close to Dewsbury and 
think died in 1782.  Parents unknown (at the time of writing).  No apparent link;

 John #827, born 1721 at Eccleshill, parents John and Sara, death date unkown.  No apparent link;
 John #381, born 1726 at Calverley, parents Robert and Hanna.  Died in 1799.  Robert was a son of 

Joshuay and Grace née Casson and hence of brother of Joseph who we have suggested married 
Elizabeth Harrison;

 John #96, born 1734 at Yeadon, father’s name Joseph.  This is the John listed in the table above, and 
we suspect a son of Joseph and Elizabeth;

 John #151, born 1737 at Bolton, parents William Hardaker and Ann née Hollingworth.  William was 
the younger brother of Joseph son of John and Mercy née Wilkinson.

From this we see that John Hardaker the witness could possibly be John #381 suggesting a link to Joshuay and
Grace, but could also be John #151 suggesting a link to the other two candidate parents, John and Mercy.  In 
summary, we have John Hardakers who could have been the witness to the will that are related to both sets of 
potential parents, so this provides no help.

There is a possible alternate explanation around the identify of John the witness.  He would have been “Owd 
John Hardaker” #381 (in fact one of the two “suspects” discussed above), the Quaker of Rodley, who had 
some legal knowledge and who wrote out and signed several wills. Quakers were believed to be honest and so
were trusted in legal matters as well as in business.  If this was the case, his relationship to Joshuay and Grace 
could very well be purely coincidental.

With no other data available, we have to discount this clue.

An examination of the records we have for the families of both Josephs under investigation turns up one 
further possible clue.  We find that Josua Hardaker #35, a half-brother to the Joseph born to Joshua and Grace,
married a Sarah Harrison in 1681.  We do not know whether Sarah Harrison was related to Elizabeth Harrison 
(who married Joseph in 1726), but if she was this provides a further support for the theory that Joseph (who 
married Elizabeth) was the son of Joshua and Grace.

Conclusions

Based on the quite limited evidence available, we propose the following:

1. Joseph Hardaker baptised at Guiseley church November 1702, father’s name Josua, was the son of 
Joshua Hardaker and Grace née Casson.  He married Elizabeth Harrison in 1726.  The couple 
produced six children, Samuel (b. 1727 at Apperley Bridge), Grace (b. 1729 at Yeadon), Elizabeth (b. 
1731 at Yeadon), John (b. 1734 at Yeadon), Anne (b. 1736 at Yeadon) and Sarah (b. 1740 at 
Greengates). Joseph died in 1765 and was buried at Guiseley church.  Elizabeth’s death date is 
uncertain, but she could be the Elizabeth Hardaker buried at Guiseley church in 1794 recorded as “of 
Guiseley”.
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2. Joseph Hardaker baptised at Guiseley church January 1702 (1703 in the modern calendar), father’s 
name John, was the son of John Hardaker and Mercy née Wilkinson.  He married Esther Ellis in 1728.
The couple produced four children, Beatrix (b. 1729 at Bramley), William (b. 1732 at Bramley), Mary
(b. 1740 at Bramley) and Joseph (b. 1744 at Bramley).  Joseph (senior) died in 1760, buried at 
Bramley church.  Esther died in 1778 and is buried at the same place.
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